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Corporate and business events
for really fun people

POP-UP MURDER
MYSTERY PARTIES

Our Parties

Foulplay Games

Why Hire Us?

Our pop-up murder mystery parties for up to 60 attendees are a

perfect way to break the ice or celebrate a team! With our parties,

your attendees won't be passively watching the drama unfold; they

will be playing a suspect in a murder mystery whodunnit. Our

games are the perfect mix of structured fun and light improv that

builds relationships and memories between colleagues and friends. 

Inclusive and Fun

With gender-neutral characters and roles for every

comfort level, your attendees will be taken care of!

Everything is Included

Set up. All game materials. A Foulplay Host for the

full party. A music playlist. A photobooth. Props and

costume pieces, with prizes for the winners. We mean

everything!

We do the work!

Let us host your party from start to finish so you can

relax and enjoy the mischief and mayham!

Foulplay Games is a women-owned murder mystery business

based in Seattle, WA. We have over a decade hosting murder

mystery parties for comic conventions like Emerald City Comic

Con and corporate events for companies like Pinterest, PetSmart

and more. 

GET IN TOUCH

www.foulplayco.com



HOW OUR MURDER
MYSTERY PARTIES WORK

We set up at your office space or another venue
of your choice with decorations, props, a music
playlist and more. Your attendees will arrive and
be organized in groups of 1-3, depending on your
total number of attendees. Players will read over
their character profile and grab their name tag
and props. A Foulplay Host will review the
ground rules, get the game set up and answer any
questions.  

Attendees mix and mingle, introducing
themselves to other players, using our guided
Character Profiles. Then a murder happens,
which kicks off the investigation. Players receive
their Goals and Objectives, play money, and any
items their character has. Players resume play,
figuring out whodunnit, and accomplishing their
own goals and objectives. 

The game wraps up and players fill out a
Whodunnit form with their best guess as to
whodunnit and their vote for Best Performer
and Best Costume. The Investigator reads the
Solution and players share any and all secrets
they were keeping. The game wraps up with
awards and prizes!

Getting Started

The Murder

Wrapping Up

“I just did my first murder mystery game ever through this group
and I had the best time! it was engaging, entertaining, really easy
to get into my character and I got to spend the evening with a lot

of great people. 5 out of 5. Would highly recommend and can’t
wait to do another game with them.”


